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1. Introduction of COSCENT

COSCENT apply new technologies to car
diffusers.

We developed peculiar patented solid
cartridge system which prevent chemical
damage on vehicle.

And expanded the area of aluminum die-
casting industry from automobile parts to
sophisticated metal craft.

For that we made products with one of the
primary parts vendors of Hyundai motors, and 
other expertised companies in Korea as well.



2. Introduction of Scentmonster

SCENTMONSTER is the first signiture
line-up of COSCENT's premium car 
diffuser .

The collection began with a pure 
imagination that the essence of human 
beings does not change. It stimulates the 
sense of smell with a luxurious fragrance, 
the sense of vision with a unique 
product design, and the sense of touch 
with a cold metal texture.

This will be the wisest choice to express 
your essence.



3. Scentmonster – Tired Skull

Black Diamond Knight Gray Pure Gold Silver Lining



3. Scentmonster – Lonely Lion

Black Diamond Knight Gray Pure Gold Silver Lining



4. Design

Design with impact of Skull & Lion representing strength and 
transformed to add uniqueness and premium with polygon shape.



5. Materials

Body: Aluminum
Solid aluminum alloy has been 
used to replace typical plastic 
material which is vulnerable to 
crack or deformation. It gives 
inherent luxury and 
unchanging beauty of metal

Cartridge: PP
Cartridge made of PP that is 
recognized as safety as a food 
container, so that scent block 
containing high purity fragrance is not 
deformed or, harmful substances are 
not generated.(BPA Free)

Clip Rail: PPS
Clip rails made of 
engineering PPS used in 
aircrafts and car engine. For 
easy and safe assembly of 
the body, cartridges and 
clips.(BPA Free)



6. Cartrigde System

Solid type cartridge
By adopting a solid type of cartridge, we 
have been able to eliminate the 
dangerous aspects of conventional liquid 
type. It is simple to replace, does not get 
on your hands, and prevent chemical 
damage on vehicle

Perfect coupling design
Design of Scentmonster with
minimal error between the
components for stable use
even in vibration when driving.



7. Features of Scents

First step towards a 
new YOU. Perfect 
collaboration of 
dandy wood and 
leather scent.

Trip to finding your 
inner nature. 
Neutral sweetness 
within masculine 
wood scent.

Freshness to your 
tiring everyday life. 
Soft soap scent 
that makes you 
always happy.

Tranquility after 
achievement. 
Sweetness found in 
the middle of full 
bloom garden.

Yourself forever 
remembered. 
Oriental memory 
originating from 
powdery mood.

Top
Clary Sage, Lavender

Middle
Bitter Almond, Vanilla, 

Leather, Orris Root

Base
Tonka Bean, White 
Woods, Cashmeran, 

Leather, Amber

Top
Saffron, Rum, 

Blackberry

Middle
Agarwood, Leather, 

Clary Sage

Base
Musk, Patchouli

Top
African Orange Flower 

Iris

Middle
Tuberose, Pink Pepper

Base
Musk

Top
Citrus, Lemon Verbena

Middle
Orange Blossom Fruit, 

Sea Notes

Base
Amber, Fern, Musk

Base
Amber

Middle
Blackcurrant 

Leaves & Buds

Top
Bulgarian Roses

All scentmonster’s scent blocks are handcrafted with
Eco-friendly plaster, Italian olive liquids instead of 
synthetic emulsifier, and premium fragrance oil from
high-quality material from around the world.

All of COSCENT’s chemical components registration and evaluation comply to safety 
regulations set by the law(KC: Life chemical products subject to safety check)

Our Scent blocks made of about 30% of fragrance oil, 
which is high purity, and incomparable with the
fragrance content of typical plaster blocks

5 different Niche scents are directly prepared by 
professional perfurmer. 



General selling unit: 1 SET(Main body, Cartidge 2 EA(1month each), Clip, Manual)

8. Contents of the Package



9. Gallery
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Thank you

Lee, Cheongheon

Manufacturing & Export Director

Mobile Phone : +82 10-6796-8438

E-mail : lic11333@coscent.co.kr

Homepage : www.scentmonster.co.kr


